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ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for sorting object data, the object data having a data format of a next address and a record. The next address indicates the address of another object data, and the record includes information data which is the subject of the sort. The sorting method and apparatus perform two sorting processes. The first process performs a divisional sort which sorts the object data into blocks of object data; these blocks being sorted with respect to one another. In sorting the object data into these object data blocks, it is unnecessary to actually move the object data within the memory. Instead, only one address of an object data out of all the object data in a block needs to be stored. Use is made of the next address of the object data to link the remaining object data to the single object data stored in an object data block. Then the second sorting process performs a sort of the object data in each block; this all the object data becomes sorted. By the combination of the two sorting processes, an overall sort of the object data is performed in less time.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a method of and an apparatus for sorting records, which are ordered at random, according to a specific rule without moving the records, thereby forming a sort string.

2. Description of the Related Art
There are known various methods of sorting, according to specific rules, records stored in random in a file. When such records are sorted by, for example, a divisional method to form a sort string, the records are read out from the file and stored in a main memory in a computer system. Then, a boundary value necessary for dividing the records is set, and sort condition data of each record is compared with the boundary value. According to the result of comparison, a record having the sort condition data equal to or larger than the boundary data is moved to a right region of the main memory and a record having the sort condition data smaller than the boundary data is moved to a left region thereof. A similar process is repeatedly performed for all the records to form a well-ordered sort string in the main memory. However, in the above sorting method, the records are actually moved for sorting. When the data length of the records is large, a considerable time is taken for the movement of the records. Consequently, the sorting process takes a long time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention has been made in consideration of the above circumstances, and its object is to provide a sorting method of and an apparatus for sorting a sort string, without actually moving records.

In order to achieve the above object, the sorting apparatus includes a storage section, an address setting section, an information storage section, and a division section. The storage section stores a plurality of object data, the data being divided into a plurality of blocks each block including a record accompanied with a next address; the next address indicating an address at which an object data is to be read out subsequently; and the record including a sort condition data. The address setting section sets the input next address. The information storage section stores sort information. The division section reads out predetermined boundary data and a next address corresponding to a given block from the sort information. Based on this information, the division section outputs the read-out next address selectively to the address setting section. The division section reads out one of the object data which corresponds to the block and is stored in the storage section, in accordance with the next address set in the address setting section. The division section associates a storage address of the read-out object data, in accordance with sort condition data and boundary data of the read-out object data, with one of just-prior smaller object data including sort condition data smaller than the boundary data and just-after greater object data including sort condition data greater than the boundary data. Further, the division section, when the just-prior smaller object data is not present, writes the storage address of the read-out object data in the data storage section and outputs the next address of the read-out object address to the address setting section.

Also, in order to achieve the above object, the method includes the computer steps of:

- reading out one of object data from a storage means in accordance with a set next address, each object data including a next address and a record, the next address indicating an address at which a subsequently read-out data is stored, and the record including sort condition data;
- writing a storage address of the object data at the next address of one of just-prior smaller object data having a sort condition data smaller than a boundary data, and just-after greater object data having sort condition data equal to or greater than the boundary data, in accordance with the sort condition data of the read-out object data and the boundary data relating to the read-out object data; and
- setting the next address of the read-out object data.

As is apparent from the above, according to the present invention, the records are not actually moved and reordered. Thus, even in the case where the data length of the records is large, the sorting process can be carried out at high speed. Also, a plurality of sorting modes are applicable in accordance with the number of records to be sorted, and the flexibility of the sorting process is enhanced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 block diagram showing configuration of a sorting apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 shows a format of a data stored in a data storage section;
FIG. 3 is a general flowchart for explaining a first operation of the sorting apparatus shown in FIG. 1;
FIGS. 4A and 4B are flowcharts for explaining a first sorting process by means of a divisional method;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart for explaining a second sorting process by means of an adjacent-record exchange method;
FIGS. 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D and FIG. 7 are views for explaining the first operation of the sorting apparatus; and
FIG. 8A, 8B, 8C and 8D are views for explaining a modification of the first sorting process of the sorting apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

A sorting apparatus according to the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

First, with reference to FIG. 1, configuration of a sorting apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention will be described. The sorting apparatus includes a sorting section 4, an input file storage section 2 and an output file storage section 6. The storage sections 2 and 6 are connected to the sorting section 4, and are constituted by, for example, magnetic disc devices. The input file storage section 2 stores an input file containing a plurality of records. Each record is stored in one or more physical blocks of the section 2. The output file storage section 6 stores a sort string, as an output file, which is formed by the sorting process.

The sorting section 4 is constituted by a CPU, a memory, etc. The sorting section 4 has a control section 10.
and a storage section 20. The control section 10 includes a sort controller 12 for controlling the overall operation of the sorting process, a first sort executing section 14 for executing a first sorting process by means of a divisional method, and a second sort executing section 16 for executing a second sorting process by means of an adjacent-record exchange method. The controller 12 executes processes necessary for the sorting operation, and controls the first and second sort executing sections 14 and 16. The storage section 20 includes an input buffer 22, a sort information storage section 24, a data storage section 26, and an output buffer 28. FIG. 2 shows a format of a data stored in the data storage section 26. A record is accompanied with a next address, thus forming one data. The next address indicates a top address of data to be referred to subsequently.

A first operation of the sorting apparatus will now be described with reference to FIGS. 3 to 7. In step S2, the sort controller 10 is waiting for the input of a sort command. Once the sort command is input, the controller 12 accesses the input file storage section 2, and reads records of an input file to be sorted, in units of one or more blocks, into the input buffer 22, step S4. In step S6, the controller 12 determines the number of records SN in the input buffer 22.

In step S8, the controller 12 determines a sorting level count Ck, on the basis of the number of records SN. The sorting level count Ck indicates how many times the records should be subjected to the divisional sort process by the first sort executing section 14. In this case, if the records are divided into blocks each containing only one record, the sorting time is elongated. Thus, the divisional sort process is carried out by the first sort executing section, until the number of records in one block becomes less than about 10. Accordingly, an integer satisfying the following inequality is calculated as the sorting level count Ck.

\[ SN/2^{Ck} < 10 \]

\[ Ck > \log_2 (SN/10) \]

where SN is the number of records. The reason why the value "10" is selected is that there is no great difference in process time between sorting methods when the number of records is less than about 10, and the process time becomes shorter when unnecessary processes may be omitted. In step S8, further, based on the determined sorting level count Ck, a sort information storage area is prepared in a sort information storage section in units of sort information blocks. Each sort information block includes a common information area, a small data area and a large data area. The common area for storing common information regarding the block includes sorting level data and boundary data. The small data area is for storing information regarding data smaller than the boundary data, and includes a block start address of first data in the smaller data and the number of records. The large data area is for storing information regarding data, and larger than or equal to the boundary data includes a block start address of first data in the larger data and the number of records. Then, the sort controller 12 outputs a first sort process instruction to the first sort executing section 14.

In step S10, in response to the instruction, while the executing section 14 determines whether each of the records stored in the input buffer 22 is or not smaller than the boundary data, by referring to the sort information in the information storage section 24, it adds the next address to each record to form data and transfers the record to the data storage section 26 to store it there in order. Then, the data in the data storage section 26 are further divided (Ck - 1) times. The records are divided, based on results of determination as to whether sort condition data in each record is smaller than, equal to, or larger than the boundary data. If a given record is determined to be smaller than the boundary data, the given record is accompanied with, as a next address, a storage address in storage section 26 of a record subsequent to the given record which record is determined to be smaller than the boundary data. After the completion of the first sort process, the controller 12 outputs a second sort process instruction to the second sort executing section 16. In response to the second sort process instruction, the executing section 16 sorts data stored in the storage section 26 by an adjacent-record exchange method, by referring to the sort information storage section 24.

After the completion of the second sort process by the executing section 16, the controller 12 causes the records stored in storage section 26 to be output to the output file storage section 6 through the output buffer 28, by referring to the information storage section 24 (step S14).

Prior to a detailed description of the first sort process in step S10, the principle of the first sort will be described with reference to FIGS. 6A to 6D and FIG. 7.

In the example shown in these figures, the number of records is 6, and the records are divided to the final stage. An input file contains six records, as shown in FIG. 6A, and sort condition data of the records are "2", "8", "10", 4", "1" and "7". These records are read in the input buffer 22. Suppose that data "5" is set as a boundary data by the controller 12. The data "5" is written in a top sort information block 30 in the information storage section 24. There are known various methods for determining the boundary data, and any one of these may be used.

The controller 12 sequentially transfers the records from the input buffer to the storage section 26, as shown in FIG. 6B. It should be noted that the order of records remains the same, during the transfer. The sort condition data "2" of the first record is compared with the data "5". Since the data "2" is determined to be smaller than the data "5", an address "0" for the first record is written in the register in a small data area 54 of the sort information block 30. Then, the sort condition data of the second record is "8", and is this data is the first greater than the boundary data "5"; thus, the second record is stored in a large data region 56 in the block 30. The sort condition data of the third record is "10" and its storage address is "20"; thus, the address "20" for the third record is written in the next-address field of the second record. When there is no subsequent record, symbol "*" is written in the next-address field to signal the output of object data in this object data block. Similarly, the six records are divided, and the numbers of records "3" and "3" are written in the small data area 54 and the large data area 56. While the above-described divisional process is being carried out, boundary data "3" and "8" in level 2 divisional process are determined and written in sort information blocks 32 and 34 of level 2. In this manner, the divisional process in level 1 is completed.

The divisional process in level 2 is then executed. First, the divisional process is performed for the records
determined to be smaller than the boundary data "5" in level 1. The first boundary data "5" in level 2 is stored in the sort information block 32. In the same manner as in level 1, the first record is processed, in accordance with the address "0" of the small data area 54 of sort information block 30 of level 1, and then the fourth and fifth records are processed in accordance with the next addresses, on the basis of the sort condition data of each record and the boundary data "3". As a result, the sort information block 32 is obtained. Similarly, a sort information block 34 is obtained. The records in the storage section 26 in level 2 are shown in FIG. 6C.

Then, the divisional process in level 3 is carried out with reference to the sort information blocks 32 and 34. Finally, the records shown in FIG. 6D and the sort information blocks shown in FIG. 7 are obtained. In this example, the divisional process has been carried out until each block has one record or sort condition data of the same value. However, in fact, the divisional process is performed until each block contain about 10 records in the embodiment.

The first sort process or divisional process executed by the executing section 14 will now be described in detail with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4B.

In step S16, the divisional process is initialized, and variables i, j, and k are set to 1. In step S18, the number of small data and large data areas Cstart. In step S20 Flags F1 and F2 are set to one. Flags F3 and F4 are set to zero and a start address As and a block record count Cs are read from the corresponding previous level sort information block, and the start address As is set in a register Ra (not shown). In the level 1 sort process, the start address is "0". In step S22, it is checked whether or not the number of records Cs is accompanied with symbol "*". The symbol "*" is written in a record number region when all sort condition data of the records in the block are identical. When "Yes" (Y) in step S22, the process in step S64 is executed. If "No" (N), the process in step S24 is executed. In step S24, boundary data Bjk is read from the current level sort information block. In step S26, according to the content of the register Ra, data, including next address data NAi and sort condition data Di is read out from the input buffer 22 at the time of the level 1 sort process (k=1), and this data is read out from the storage section 26 at the time of level 2 or subsequent level sort process (k>=2). In the level 1 sort process, data is stored in the storage section 26. In step S28, the sort condition data of the record is compared with the boundary data.

On the basis of the comparison in step S28, when the sort condition data is smaller than the boundary data, step S30 is executed, and the block record number SSSNLJK is incremented by 1. The numbers SSSNL1 and SSSNLJK are reset to "0" in advance. In step S32, it is checked whether the flag F1 is equal to "1". When F1 = "1", the current record is determined to be a small one at the top of the current block, and step S34 is executed. Thus, the content of the register Ra is written in the small data area. Then, the flag F1 is reset to "0". When "N" in step S32, step S36 is executed to write the content of the register Ra into the next address field of the data designated by the content of the register Rb (not shown). Namely, in the level 1 sort process, the next address is added. In step S38, the contents of register Ra are shifted into register Rb, and register Ra is set to the next address NAi. In step S52, it is checked whether the sort condition data of the records in the block, obtained up to the present, are equal. If they are equal to each other, the flag F4 is set to "1".

On the basis of the comparison in step S28, when the sort condition data is larger than the boundary data step S40 is executed, and the block record number SSSNLJK is incremented by 1. In step S42, it is checked whether the flag F2 is equal to "1". When F2 = "1", the current record is determined to be a large one at the top of the current block, and step S44 is executed. Thus, the content of the register Ra is written in the large data area. Then, the flag F2 is reset to "0". When "N" in step S42, step S46 is executed to write the content of the register Ra into the next address field of the data designated by the content of a register Rc (not shown). Namely, in the level 1 sort process, the next address is added. In step S48, the contents of register ra are shifted into register Rc, and register Ra is set to the next address NAi. In step S50, it is checked whether the sort condition data of the records in the block, obtained up to the present, are equal. If they are equal, the flag F3 is set to "1".

In step S54, it is checked if "i" = Cs, that is, if all data in the block have been subjected to division. If "N" in step S54, step S56 is executed to increment i by 1, and then step S26 is executed. If "Y" in step S54, step S58 is executed to check whether the flag F3 or F4 is "1", that is, whether all data in the block have the same sort condition data. If "N" in step S58, step S60 is executed to write small-range data number SSSNLJK and large-range data number SSSNL(k) in the small and large data areas. When "Y" in step S58, symbol "*" is added to the data number as in step S62. Thereafter, the boundary data for the next sort information block is determined and written therein.

In step S64, it is checked if all blocks in the level designated by k have been processed. If "N" in step S64, i is set to "1", j is incremented by 1, and the process returns to the divisional process at step S20. When "Y" in step S64, step S66 is executed to check if the process in all levels has been completed. If "N" in step S70, i and j are set to 1 and k is incremented by 1. Then, step S18 is executed again. If "Y" in step S68, the divisional process has been completed.

The sort process by the adjacent-record exchange method executed by the second sort executing section in step S12 will now be described in detail with reference to FIG. 5. In step S80, i is initialized to "1", and flag F5 is initialized to "0". In step S82, a block start address is read out from the corresponding sort information block, and is set in registers Rd and Re (not shown). Also, the flag F6 is set to "1". In step S84, record data Ri is read out in accordance with the content of the register Re, and the next address NAi is set in a register Rff (not shown), and sort condition data Di is set in a register Rfh (not shown). In step S86, record data Ri+1 is read out according to the content of the register Rf, the next address NAi+1 is stored in a register Rgf (not shown), and sort condition data Di+1 is obtained.

In step S88, the sort condition data Di is compared with the sort condition data Di+1. If Di = Di+1, step S92 is executed to exchange the contents of the registers Re, Rf and Rg to the registers Rd, Re and Rf, and to write data Di+1 in the register Rfh. If Di > Di+1 in step S88, step S94 is executed to check if the flag F6 is "1", that is, if the content of the sort information block needs to be rewritten. If "Y" in step S94, step S96 is executed to write the contents of the registers Rf and Re into the sort information block and the next address field of the data designated by the content of the register Rf. Then,
the flag F6 is reset to "0". If "N" in step S94, step S98 is executed to write the contents of the registers Rf and Re into the next address fields of the data designated by the contents of the registers Rd and Rf. In step S100, the flag F5 is set to "1", to indicate the need for re-processing. In step S102, the contents of the registers Rf and Rg are shifted to the registers Rd and Rf.

In step S104, it is checked if all data have been processed. If "N" in step S104, step S106 is executed to increment i by 1. In step S110, it is checked if the block has been changed, on the basis of the number of records in the sort information block. If the block has been changed, step S82 is executed. If the block has not been changed, step S84 is executed. When "Y" in step S104, step S108 is executed to check if the flag F5 is "1". If "Y" in step S108, step S80 is executed. If "N" in step S108, the adjacent-record exchange process has been completed.

Once the process in step S12 has been completed, the controller 12, in step S14, outputs the records to the output file storage section 6 through the output buffer 28 in a sorted sequence, by referring to the sort information block and the next address.

A second operation of the sorting apparatus may now be described. The second operation is basically the same as the first operation. Thus, only the difference therebetween is explained. In the second operation, which relates in particular to a modification of the first sorting process, wherein block start addresses may be omitted, excepting the sort information block in level 1. This will be described with reference to FIGS. 8A to 8D. Records shown in FIG. 8A are identical with those shown in FIG. 6A. When FIGS. 6B and 8B are compared, it is seen that the next address field of the sort condition data "11" is accompanied with address "10", and not symbol "*". In other words, a storage address, at which the first data in the large data range is stored, is written in the next address field of the last data in the small data range. Also, as seen from the comparison between FIGS. 6C and 8C, the next address field of the last data in the large data range in each block has the storage address of the start data of the next block. Thus, each record can be read from the storage section 26, without referring to the sort information block, and the processing speed can be increased.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of sorting data using computer equipment in which object data are input from a storage means and sorted in accordance with boundary data, each object data having a data format of a next address and a record, the next address indicating the address of another object data, the record including information data which is subject to sorting, the sorting method comprising the steps of:

   1.1. executing a first sorting process for sorting the object data into object data blocks based on the boundary data, the first sorting process comprising the steps of:
   
   1.1.1. inputting object data from the storage means, comparing the information data of an input object data to the boundary data, storing in a smaller object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data, storing in a larger object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data, changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data, and changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data; and

   1.2. executing a second sorting process on the object data in each object data block.

2. A sorting method according to claim 1, wherein in the executing a first sorting process step, an end of object data block symbol is stored in a next address of a last object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data, and an end of object data block symbol is stored in a next address of a last object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data.

3. A sorting method according to claim 1, wherein in the executing a first sorting process step, and address of the object data stored in the larger object data block is stored in a next address of a last object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data.

4. A sorting method according to claim 1, wherein in the second sorting process is an adjacent record exchange method.

5. A method of sorting data using computer equipment in which object data are input from a storage device and sorted in accordance with boundary data, each object data having a data format of a next address and a record, the next address indicating the address of another object data, the record including information data which is subject to sorting, the sorting method comprising the steps of:

   5.1. determining a sort level count based on the number of records being sorted;
   
   5.2. executing a first sorting process for sorting the object data into object data blocks based on the boundary data and the sort level count, the first sorting process comprising the steps of:

   5.2.1. inputting object data from the storage means, comparing the information data of an input object data to the boundary data, storing in a first level smaller object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data, storing in a first level larger object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data, changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing step determined has information data less than the boundary data, and changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data; and
mation data equal to or greater than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing step determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data,
repeating the comparing, storing, and changing steps for the first level smaller and large object data blocks to obtain second level object data blocks, and
repeating the comparing, storing and changing steps for the second level object data blocks and each consecutive level of data blocks until and object data block level equals the sort level count; and
executing a second sorting process of object data in each object data block.
6. A sorting method according to claim 5, wherein the sort level count is determined based on a desired number of object data per object data block.
7. An apparatus for sorting object data in accordance with boundary data comprising:
storage means for storing object data, each object data having a data format of a next address and a record, the next address indicates the address of another object data, the record includes information data which is subject to sorting;
means for executing a first sorting process for sorting the object data into object data blocks based on the boundary data, the means for executing the first sorting process comprising:
input means for inputting object data from the storage means,
comparing means for comparing the information data of an input object data to the boundary data,
second storage means for storing in a smaller object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data, and storing in a larger object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data;
changing means for changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data, and changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data; and
means for executing a second sorting process of object data in each object data block.
8. A sorting apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the changing means stores an end of object data block symbol in a next address of a last object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data, and stores an end of object data block symbol in a next address of a last object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data.
9. A sorting apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the changing means stores the address of the object data stored in the larger object data block in a next address of a last object data block which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data.
10. A sorting apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the means executing a second sorting process executes an adjacent record exchange sort.
11. An apparatus for sorting object data in accordance with boundary data comprising:
storage means for storing object data, each object data having a data format of a next address and a record, the next address indicates the address of another object data, the record includes information data which is subject to sorting;
determining means for determining a sort level count based on the number of record being sorted;
means for for executing a first sorting process for sorting the object data into object data blocks based on the boundary data and sort level count, the means for executing the first sorting process comprising:
input means for inputting object data from the storage means,
comparing means for comparing the information data of an input object data to the boundary data, second storage means for storing in a first level smaller object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data, and storing in a first level larger object data block an address of a first object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data,
changing means for changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing means determined has information data less than the boundary data, and changing a next address of a previous object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data to an address of a present object data which the comparing means determined has information data equal to or greater than the boundary data; and
said means for executing a first sorting process causing the comparing means, second storage means, and changing means to operate on the first level smaller and larger object data blocks to create second level object data blocks, and causing the comparing means, second storage means, and changing means to operate on the second level and consecutive levels of object data blocks until an object data block level equals the sort level count; and
means for executing a second sorting process of object data in each object data block.
12. A sorting apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the sort level count is determined based on a desired number of object data per object data block.